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[1] The Cloud‐Aerosol Lidar Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)
satellite was successfully launched in 2006 and has provided an unprecedented opportunity
to study cloud and aerosol layers using range‐resolved laser remote sensing. Dedicated
validation flights were conducted using the airborne Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) to validate
the CALIPSO Level 1 and 2 data products. This paper presents results from coincident
CALIPSO and CPL measurements of ice cloud spatial properties. Flight segment case
studies are shown as well as statistics for all coincident measurements during the
CALIPSO‐CloudSat Validation Experiment (CC‐VEX). CALIPSO layer detection
algorithms for cirrus clouds are reliable in comparison with CPL, with best agreement
occurring during nighttime coincident segments when the signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) of
both instruments is greatest. However, the two instruments disagree on ice cloud spatial
properties in two distinct cases. CALIPSO experiences less sensitivity to optically thin
cirrus due to lower SNR when compared to CPL data at identical spatial scales. The
incorporation of extended spatial averaging in the CALIPSO layer detection algorithm
succeeds in detecting the optically thin cirrus, but the averaging process occasionally
results in spatial smearing, both horizontally and vertically, of broken cirrus clouds. The
second disparity occurs because, in contrast to CPL, multiple scattering contributes
significantly to CALIPSO lidar measurements of cirrus clouds. As a result, the CALIPSO
signal penetrates deeper into opaque cirrus clouds, and in these cases CALIPSO will report
lower apparent cloud base altitudes than CPL.
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1. Introduction

[2] The successful launch of the Cloud‐Aerosol Lidar
InfraredPathfinder SatelliteObservations (CALIPSO) [Winker
et al., 2007, 2009] satellite in April 2006 has provided the
science community a five year global data set of vertical
profiles of the spatial and optical properties of clouds and
aerosols in the Earth’s atmosphere. The primary payload
aboard CALIPSO is the Cloud‐Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polarization (CALIOP), a dual wavelength, polarization‐
sensitive backscatter lidar [Hunt et al., 2009]. The CALIOP
data products have a large range of applications to significant
climate system studies. For example, global cloud statistics
have been compiled using collocated CALIOP and CloudSat
data [Sassen et al., 2008; Haladay and Stephens, 2009; Mace

et al., 2009] and collocated CALIOP and MODIS data [Hu
et al., 2007]. Cloud‐aerosol interactions and radiative effects
have been explored with CALIOP and CERES data [Chand
et al., 2009; Yorks et al., 2009; Costantino and Bréon, 2010].
CALIOP data has been employed with forecast and general
circulation models to study cloud statistics [Chepfer et al.,
2010; Ahlgrimm and Köhler, 2010; Naud et al., 2010].
These studies included analysis of spatial properties of clouds
and aerosols using CALIOP level 2 data products. The vali-
dation of these data products is thus crucial in quantifying
uncertainties and detecting biases in the CALIOP retrievals
and should in turn strengthen the results of previous and
future studies using CALIOP data.
[3] The Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) [McGill et al., 2002]

is an elastic backscatter lidar system operating at 1064, 532,
and 355 nm, with depolarization resolved using the 1064 nm
channel. Cloud spatial and optical properties are retrieved
using the 1064 and 532 nm channels [McGill et al., 2003].
Similar to CALIOP data, CPL data products have a wide‐
range of applications including the analysis of cloud prop-
erties [McGill et al., 2003; Bucholtz et al., 2010; Davis et al.,
2010] and the validation of satellite retrievals [McGill et al.,
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2007; Ackerman et al., 2008]. The CPL is typically employed
on the high‐altitude NASA ER‐2 aircraft, which flies above
20 km altitude. Therefore, the CPL provides “satellite‐like”
measurements from above the tropopause with higher SNR,
higher resolution (both vertical and horizontal) and lower
multiple scattering relative to space‐based counterparts such
as CALIOP. These characteristics make the CPL an ideal
platform for validation of CALIOP data products.McGill et al.
[2007] investigate the CALIOP version 1 calibrated back-
scatter profiles and assesses layer detection for specific case
studies using CPL data. In this study, we analyze the spatial
properties of cirrus clouds from version 3 level 2 CALIPSO
cloud layer products to determine how the CALIPSO layer
detection performs in comparison with CPL data on identical
spatial scales, identify the differences between the cirrus
cloud areas retrieved by the two instruments, and resolve the
frequency and origin of these differences.
[4] To accommodate limits on telemetry bandwidth, the

CALIOP data is averaged prior to downlink using a range‐
dependent on‐board averaging scheme [Winker et al., 2009].
As a result, the maximum spatial resolution of the CALIOP
backscatter profiles in the upper troposphere (8.2 km to
20.2 km) is 1 km horizontally and 60 m vertically. During
July and August in the northern hemisphere midlatitudes, the
lower boundary of the altitude regime where cirrus clouds
are expected is typically above 8 km. Furthermore, since the
layer discrimination and multiple scattering corrections for
both instruments are most reliable for cirrus clouds, only
cloud layers above 8 km are analyzed in this study.

2. Similarities and Differences Between CALIOP
and CPL

[5] There are several fundamental similarities and differ-
ences between the CALIOP and CPL systems that have a
large impact in comparing spatial properties retrieved by the
two instruments. Both CPL and CALIOP fundamentally
measure range‐resolved backscatter profiles of the Earth’s
atmosphere [McGill et al., 2002; Powell et al., 2009]. Thus,
“apples‐to‐apples” comparisons can be performed for mea-
surements over the full extent of the troposphere to the limit
of signal attenuation. A similar calibration method is also
employed for both instruments at 532 nm, as described by
McGill et al. [2007]. Table 1 summarizes the hardware
specifications of the two instruments. The CALIOP field‐
of‐view (FOV) is larger than CPL. Also, CALIPSO has an
orbital height of about 705 km, much higher than the typical
ER‐2 altitude of 20 km, giving CALIOP a greater distance
from atmospheric features. Consequently, the CALIOP foot-

print at 10 km (87 m in diameter) is larger than CPL (1 m in
diameter). These differences produce significant dissimilarities
in the signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) and multiple scattering
effects of the two instruments, which are unavoidable given
the space‐based nature of the CALIOP system.
[6] The accuracy with which a lidar can derive spatial and

optical properties of clouds depends on its SNR. The SNR
of CALIOP is much lower than that of CPL, with the dif-
ferences attributed to the larger distance of the instrument
from atmospheric features (∼695 km versus 10 km) com-
bined with laser pulse repetition frequency differences and
limitations in laser pulse energy by the available electrical
power [Hunt et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009]. The indi-
vidual profiles reported in the standard CPL data products
have a horizontal resolution of about 200 m and are obtained
by accumulating 5,000 consecutive laser pulses. At 532 nm
and resolutions of 5 km horizontal and 60 m vertical, the
CPL SNR is an order of magnitude greater than the
CALIOP SNR at 12 km for nighttime clear sky conditions,
based on a conservative estimate of the CALIOP SNR using
results from Hunt et al. [2009] and CPL SNR derived from
data presented in this paper. Furthermore, lidar SNR is
degraded by operation during daytime hours, when optically
thin cloud layers are difficult to distinguish from the noise
due to high solar background from many sky scenes, espe-
cially dense water clouds, ice, or snow covered surfaces
[Young and Vaughan, 2009]. For CALIOP, the consequences
of this lower SNR include less accurate characterization of
cloud phase using depolarization ratio [Hu et al., 2009] and
higher CALIOP minimum detectable backscatter for opti-
cally thin cirrus clouds in comparison to CPL [McGill et al.,
2007]. The latter can inhibit the CALIOP layer detection
algorithm from distinguishing optically thin cirrus clouds
from the signal noise.
[7] The usual method of increasing the SNR in a lidar

system is to spatially average numerous profiles (i.e., pulse
accumulation), especially to retrieve spatial and optical
properties of weakly scattering layers. Consequently, the
CALIOP data products are provided at various spatial resolu-
tions and a multiscale layer detection method was developed
to mitigate the impact of the lower SNR [Vaughan et al.,
2009]. However, for inhomogeneous or broken cloud fields,
improving SNR by averaging the lidar signal can result in
profiles producing results that are not representative of the
spatial and optical properties of the atmospheric scene [Winker
et al., 2009]. An example of this phenomenon is shown in the
attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) image (Figure 1a)
using CPL data from 26 July 2006. For each 30 m height
bin, the total number of bins detecting a cloud in a given
segment was divided by the total number of observed bins
to provide vertical profiles of cloud area frequencies, shown
for this segment in Figure 1b for spatial resolutions of 200 m
and 5 km. A broken cirrus cloud field observed in the
standard 200 m attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1)
image (Figure 1a) and corresponding cloud area frequency
(Figure 1b, dashed) has been averaged into a homogeneous
cirrus layer at a resolution of 5 km (Figure 1b, solid),
leading to cloud area frequencies as much as 25% higher in
5 km data. Extensive spatial averaging is required to produce
CALIOP SNRs comparable to that of CPL. Given this aver-
aging and the high ground speed at which CALIPSO passes
through the atmospheric scene, it is difficult to accurately

Table 1. Fundamental Differences Between CPL and CALIOP

Parameter CPL CALIOP

Laser Repetition Rate 5.0 kHz 20.16 Hz
Laser Pulse Energy (532 nm) 25 mJ 110 mJ
Vertical Resolution at 10 km 30 m 60 m
Horizontal Resolution at 10 km 200 m 1 km
Platform Speed (m/s) ∼200 ∼7500
Detection Photon counting analog
Receiver footprint at 10 km 1 m diameter 87 m diameter
Receiver FOV 100 urad 130 urad
Depolarization channel 1064 nm 532 nm
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compare the two instruments on identical SNR scales
[Young and Vaughan, 2009].
[8] Multiple scattering is primarily a function of particle

properties (number density, size distribution, and shape) and
sensing geometry of the lidar (FOV and distance to the
scattering media) [Eloranta, 1998]. Multiple scattered photons
scattered within the forward diffraction peak of the phase
function will travel along with the main laser pulse and
contribute to the lidar backscatter. This contribution can be

significant both within the cloud and in the molecular atmo-
sphere below the cloud. The multiple scattering effectively
reduces the optical depth of the scattering layer. Even though
CALIOP and CPL have similar receiver FOVs, the extreme
distance of CALIOP from the scattering media (∼700 km)
translates into a receiver footprint of nearly 90 m which
allows for a more significant multiple scattering contribution
to CALIOP measurements compared to CPL. Spatial prop-
erties, such the layer top and base, and retrieved of optical

Figure 1. (a) Attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) from the airborne CPL instrument (200 m) for
26 July 2006 during the daytime coincident segment shown in Table 2 demonstrates the inhomogeneous
atmospheric segment observed. (b) Also plotted is the CPL cloud area detection frequency per range bin
normalized to the total number of range bins in the same 26 July 2006 segment at spatial resolutions of 200m
(dashed) and 5 km (solid).
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properties like extinction and optical depth are influenced by
the multiple scattering effects differently. The spatial prop-
erties are only influenced by multiple scattering in cases
where the atmospheric layer is totally attenuating. CALIOP
having more significant multiple scattering effects will be
able to penetrate much further into an opaque layer than
CPL. Multiple scattering effects on the layer optical proper-
ties are parameterized using a multiple scattering correction
factor (h) that is applied to either the extinction coefficient
[Platt, 1981] or in the case of CALIOP, the optical depth term
[Winker, 2003] of the single scattering lidar equation. The
h term accounts for the apparent increase in two‐way trans-
mittance that occurs as a result of multiple scattering. For
lidar instruments where there is no multiple scattering, h = 1.
For CPL measurements of thin cirrus, only 5% or less of the
total backscattered signal can be attributed to multiple scat-
tering, and multiple scattering effects are no more than 15%
for cloud layers with an optical depth of 2.0 [McGill et al.,
2002]. Thus h is estimated to be no greater than 0.96 for
CPL cirrus cloud measurements. In contrast, CALIOP uses a
constant value of h = 0.6 for all cirrus clouds that is assumed
to be independent of range and optical depth [Young and
Vaughan, 2009]. For CALIOP cirrus layer detection pre-
sented in this study, the extra pulse penetration phenomena
of opaque layers is most important and will be explored in
section 5.

3. Coincident Measurements

[9] During the period of 26 July to 14 August 2006, ER‐2
aircraft flights were conducted out of Warner‐Robbins, GA
as part of the CALIPSO‐CloudSat Validation Experiment
(CC‐VEX) [McCubbin et al., 2006]. These flights were
planned over land and ocean surfaces, targeting subtropical
cirrus and convective anvils with a scientific objective of
simultaneously validating multiple measurements made by
the NASA A‐Train of satellites, especially CALIPSO and
CloudSat [Stephens et al., 2002]. CPL was a payload on a
total of 12 ER‐2 flights which included ten coincident seg-
ments and four flights during nighttime hours to permit anal-
ysis of night versus day performance [McGill et al., 2007].
[10] The validation procedure implemented during

CC‐VEX directed the ER‐2 aircraft to fly the predicted
ground track of the CALIPSO satellite for 30 to 40 min
centered on the predicted overpass time, creating a coincident
segment of up to 4 degrees latitude in length. However, the
collocation was imperfect because the predicted ground track
was not exact. Table 2 provides information on the latitude
ranges of each segment, as well as exact coincident times and

ground track offsets. The ground track offset at the exact
coincident time between the satellite and the aircraft during
the ten analyzed flights averaged 835 m, but ranged from 37
to 1716 m. Since the CPL footprint is small compared to
CALIPSO, the two instruments do not observe exactly the
same cloud scene. Therefore, the assumption that the cloud
scene is horizontally homogeneous must be invoked in
this study. Another main complication of the validation of
satellites from aircraft is the large difference in relative speed.
The 4 degrees of latitude are sampled by CALIPSO in
approximately 70 s (∼7500 m/s) compared to 40 min with
the ER‐2 (∼200 m/s). This time discrepancy increases
uncertainties in the assumption of horizontal homogeneity
in the coincident segment, particularly at distances further
away from the exact coincident point. For this study, we
restrict the analysis to within ±10 min CPL time of the
exact coincident point, resulting in a segment approximately
2 degrees latitude in length (20 min CPL time) centered at the
exact coincident second for each of the ten flights with
coincident CALIPSO data (Table 2). Assuming a validation
target of cirrus layers, a segment of this extent provides
enough data points for meaningful statistical analysis, yet
minimizes the uncertainties in the horizontal homogeneity
assumption.

4. CPL and CALIPSO Layer Detection
Algorithms

[11] Particulate layers, such as aerosol and cloud layers,
increase the CPL and CALIOP backscatter signal relative to
the expected molecular backscatter, thus making them dis-
tinguishable from the clear‐air troposphere [McGill et al.,
2007; Vaughan et al., 2009]. Data processing algorithms
then resolve the physical and optical properties of these cloud
and aerosol layers. The routine CALIOP data processing
generates both level 1 and level 2 data. The level 1 data
includes geolocated and calibrated backscatter data [King
et al., 2004]. The level 2 products, which are the focus
of this paper, report physical and optical properties of both
clouds and aerosols [Vaughan et al., 2004]. Winker et al.
[2009] describe the overall CALIOP science data proces-
sing architecture. There are three primary processing algo-
rithms used to derive physical and optical properties in the
level 2 data: layer detection, scene classification, and extinction
retrieval. Young and Vaughan [2009] explains the hybrid
extinction retrieval algorithm (HERA). The scene classifica-
tion algorithm (SCA) contains submodules to discriminate
between clouds and aerosol layers [Liu et al., 2004, 2009],
classify aerosol layers [Omar et al., 2005, 2009] and distin-
guish liquid water and ice phase clouds [Hu et al., 2009].
[12] The CALIOP selective, iterated boundary locator

(SIBYL) detects cloud and aerosol layers in the CALIOP
backscatter signals [Vaughan et al., 2009]. A generic profile
scanning engine is embedded in the SIBYL algorithm. This
profile scanning engine is repeatedly invoked by an iterated,
multiresolution spatial averaging scheme, which averages
data to increasing coarse resolutions up to 80 km horizontal
data segments. Use of this procedure overcomes the CALIOP
SNR limitations previously described and enables more
accurate detection of optically thin features [Vaughan et al.,
2009]. The expected molecular backscatter signal and mag-
nitude of the background noise in the profile being examined

Table 2. Collocation Details of CPL and CALIOP Measurements

Date (2006) Latitude Range Overpass (UTC) Offset (m)

26 July 30.4 to 32.6 N 19:01:31 1317
31 July 17.2 to 19.4 N 19:16:31 557
2 Aug. 31.0 to 33.1 N 19:07:59 1252
3 Aug. 23.9 to 26.0 N 19:49:19 1317
8 Aug. 35.5 to 33.3 N 7:29:50 61
10 Aug. 33.7 to 31.6 N 7:18:00 170
11 Aug. 38.2 to 36.2 N 8:00:00 498
12 Aug. 33.2 to 31.0 N 7:05:50 37
13 Aug. 28.6 to 30.8 N 18:49:00 1716
14 Aug. 36.4 to 38.5 N 19:34:26 1430
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are then used to build a range‐varying detection threshold for
each invocation of the profile scanning engine. During the
profile scanning process, the threshold values are revised as
necessary to account for the attenuation of any atmospheric
layers encountered [Vaughan et al., 2005]. Due to the space‐
based nature of the CALIOP instrument, the SIBYL has been
designed for automated detection of the vertical and hori-
zontal extent of cloud and aerosol layers, irrespective of the
varying layer types that may be present in the lidar profile.
The SCA module handles the subsequent task of distin-
guishing one layer type from another (e.g., clouds from
aerosols). More detailed information on the complete SIBYL
algorithms is presented by Vaughan et al. [2009], with pre‐
launch implementation described by Vaughan et al. [2005].
[13] At cirrus cloud altitudes, CALIOP version 3, level 2

cloud layer products are reported at horizontal spatial
resolutions of 1 and 5 km. CPL attenuated backscatter signals
are therefore averaged to 1 and 5 km horizontally for this
study. This averaging is achieved with geo‐location matched
to CALIPSO so that each CPL and CALIOP profile is aver-
aged over an identical latitude range (to within 0.01 degrees).
Unlike the CALIOP SIBYL algorithms, the CPL layer
detection algorithm processes data at a single spatial reso-
lution to detect layers [McGill et al., 2003]. For this study,
cloud layers are detected at 1 and 5 km spatial resolutions
using the standard CPL processing algorithms, which pro-
ceed as follows. The mean attenuated total backscatter coef-
ficient for vertical segments of 1 km is determined for
each profile. If this mean value is less than the attenuated
molecular backscatter coefficient of a modeled standard
clear‐atmosphere, then the value is unchanged. If the mean
attenuated total backscatter coefficient is greater than the
modeled attenuated molecular backscatter coefficient due to
the presence of a particulate layer, the modeled attenuated
molecular backscatter coefficient is used as the mean of the
1 km segment. A profile is constructed by interpolating a
value for each bin between segment mean bins. A threshold
profile is computed as the sum of the interpolated profile
and a constant multiple (modeled using CPL data) of the
square root of the variance of the raw signal in the back-
ground region [Palm et al., 2002] that has been normalized
by the range squared for each bin and the energy of the lidar
shot. The constant multiplier is adjusted for spatial resolution
and geographic location for each flight, but remains the
same for all layer types. Similar to SIBYL, the threshold is
corrected for attenuating layers present in the profile data.
Starting from the top of the profile, a layer is identified when
the attenuated backscatter coefficient is above this threshold
for three consecutive range bins. The top height of the layer
is located at the height where the highest of the consecutive
samples is found. The base height of the layer is the bin just
above where the first of three consecutive particle‐free
regions (i.e., where the attenuated backscatter coefficient is
less than this threshold) is determined [Palm et al., 2002].

5. Assessment of CALIPSO Cirrus Cloud Layer
Detection

[14] An examination of the CALIPSO cirrus cloud layer
detection is performed for both the 1 and 5 km level‐2
version‐3 standard cloud layer products using CPL data at
identical spatial scales. While the CALIPSO 1 km cloud

layer product only reports layers detected at horizontal
resolutions of 1 km, the CALIPSO 5 km cloud layer
product reports layers detected at horizontal resolutions of
5, 20 and 80 km. As previously noted, implementation of
this multiresolution averaging scheme was deemed neces-
sary to overcome the SNR limitations of the CALIOP
instrument [Vaughan et al., 2009]. Therefore, to compare the
two instruments on identical spatial scales, the ‘horizontal
averaging’ field in the CALIOP layer products must be
queried to identify those cloud layers detected at 5 km only.
However, since the standard 5 km layer product reports
cloud layers detected at resolutions as high as 80 km, the
two instruments can also be compared on a more similar SNR
scale but with the caveats of spatially averaging numerous
profiles as described in section 2 (Figure 1). To minimize
the false horizontal broadening of cloud layers due to aver-
aging the signal, the CALIPSO algorithm applies a minimum
integrated attenuated backscatter threshold to all candidate
layers [Vaughan et al., 2009]. To make effective use of the
5 km cloud layer product, users should be aware of this
trade‐off between SNR and spatial resolution.
[15] The validation includes a direct comparison of cloud

layer boundaries for all ten coincident flights. In this study
we present two CC‐VEX cases; 31 July 2006 during local
daytime and 11 August 2006 at local nighttime. The cloud
top and base altitudes from the CALIOP cloud layer product
and CPL averaged product are used to create cloud mask
profiles of in‐cloud (1) or out‐of‐cloud (0) bins for each
averaged lidar profile at the 30 m vertical bin resolution of
CPL. These cloud locations are then compared for the 2 degree
latitude coincident segment length, centered on the point of
coincidence, for each CALIPSO overpass. The CPL and
CALIOP cloud mask profiles are co‐aligned both horizon-
tally and vertically. Finally, statistics of cloud detection are
developed from bin‐to‐bin comparisons of the cloud mask
profiles. The standard 200 m CPL layer detection product,
with high SNR and high resolution, will be considered the
“true cloud scene” for transparent cirrus layers.

5.1. Case Studies

[16] The 31 July case shown in Figure 2 is a good rep-
resentation of a daytime segment in which both optically
thick and optically thin cirrus clouds are present. The segment
analyzed was obtained just east of the Yucatan Peninsula,
between 17.20 N and 19.36 N degrees latitude, during local
daytime hours. The direct overpass was at 19:16:31 UTC, at
which time the ER‐2 was 557 m off the satellite ground
track. Figure 2 shows the full resolution attenuated total
backscatter (km−1 sr−1) from both 200mCPL data (Figure 2a,
with the CPL 200 m cloud boundaries in red) and 333 m
CALIOP data (Figure 2b) for the segment. There are
numerous optically thick cirrus clouds between 8 and 14 km,
specifically between 18.00 N and 18.65 N and again from
about 18.50 N to 19.36 N, that are discernible in the attenu-
ated backscatter images of both instruments. The CPL and
CALIOP cloud layer boundaries are plotted for the segment
at a horizontal resolution of 5 km in Figure 3a. The 5 km
CALIOP cloud boundaries (blue) are in good agreement
with 5 km CPL cloud boundaries (red) for the two optically
thick cirrus clouds between 10 and 14 km. Similarly,
when considering all clouds present in the scene, the com-
bined CALIOP results from the 5‐20‐80 km resolutions
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are in good qualitative agreement with the CPL results
(Figure 3b).
[17] To quantify the degree of agreement between the two

sets of results we used the following procedure. For each
30m height bin, the total number of bins detecting a cloud in a
given segment was divided by the total number of observed
bins to provide vertical profiles of cloud area frequencies,
shown for this segment in Figure 4 for spatial resolutions
of 5‐20‐80 km (Figure 4a) and 1 km (Figure 4b). There is
very good agreement between CPL (solid red) and CALIOP
(solid blue) for both 1 and 5 km resolutions below 11 km,
where optically thick cirrus clouds are prevalent in the seg-
ment. The 5 km products of both instruments yield higher
cloud area frequencies in this altitude region than the 200 m

CPL product, as expected due to the caveats of averaging the
data discussed previously.
[18] There are also optically thin cirrus clouds observed in

this 31 July segment (13–15 km) between 17.26 N and
18.31 N that are easily distinguishable in the CPL measure-
ment, but appear faint in the CALIPSO attenuated backscatter
image (Figure 2). CPL detects the optically thin cirrus cloud
boundaries between 13 and 15 km at a resolution of 5 km, as
illustrated in Figure 3. However, the CALIOP layer detection
algorithm fails to detect the optically thin cirrus cloud
boundaries between 17.26 N and 18.31 N at a resolution of
5 km (Figure 3a). Furthermore, the CALIOP cloud area
frequencies at 5 km (solid blue) are 20–50% lower than the
CPL 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid red) plotted in

Figure 2. Attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) from (a) the airborne CPL instrument and (b) the
CALIOP instrument onboard CALIPSO for 31 July 2006 during a daytime coincident overpass located east
of Belize in the Caribbean Sea. Both images are shown at the native resolution. The red outline in the CPL
figure displays the 200 m cloud boundaries and the yellow line represents the exact point of coincidence.
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Figure 4a for altitudes greater than 13.0 km. A similar
result is found at a spatial resolution of 1 km (Figure 4b).
This disagreement between the two instruments at identical
spatial scales is a consequence of the lower CALIOP SNR
during daytime hours. When the CALIOP SNR is increased
by using resolutions of 5‐20‐80 km to detect cloud layers
(Figure 3b), the CALIOP layer boundaries (green) are in
much better agreement with the CPL 5 km cloud boundaries
(red). Additionally, CALIOP 5‐20‐80 km cloud area fre-
quencies (dashed blue) are in much better agreement with
CPL 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid red) above 13 km
(Figure 4a). However, averaging the signal is inaccurately
identifying broken cirrus clouds as one horizontally homo-
geneous layer. An example of this phenomenon is illus-

trated in Figure 3b (green) between 17.60 and 18.29 N and
10.5 and 12.0 km where CPL does not detect a cloud at 5 km.
This phenomenon causes the CALIOP 5‐20‐80 km cloud
area frequency (Figure 4, dashed blue) between 10.5 and
12.0 km to be 20–30% higher than the CPL and CALIOP
5 km cloud area frequencies. Uncertainties in the assump-
tion that the instruments are observing the same cloud scene
can also cause disagreement between the two instruments.
CPL and CALIOP are likely detecting different cloud scenes
in Figures 2 and 3 between 17.25 and 17.60 N.
[19] The segment analyzed on 11 August exemplifies good

cloud area agreement between CPL and CALIPSO during
nighttime for both opaque and transparent optically thick
clouds above the CPL cloud base. This segment was acquired

Figure 3. Cloud boundaries retrieved from CPL and CALIOP for 31 July 2006 during the daytime coin-
cident segment in Figure 2. The CPL 5 km cloud boundaries (red) are shown in both plots, with (a) the
CALIOP 5 km horizontally averaged cloud boundaries displayed in blue and (b) the CALIOP 5‐20‐80 km
cloud boundaries displayed in green.
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Figure 4. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin normalized to the total number of range bins in
the daytime coincident segment of 31 July 2006. (a) The CPL 200 m (dashed red) and 5 km (solid red)
frequencies are compared to the 5 km (solid blue) and 5‐20‐80 km (dashed blue) CALIOP frequencies.
(b) Also, the CPL 200 m (dashed red) and 1 km (red) frequencies are compared to the 1 km CALIOP
frequencies.
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over the southeastern United States between 36.16 N and
38.21 N degrees latitude, during local nighttime hours. The
exact coincident time was at 08:00:00 UTC, at which time
the ER‐2 was 498 m off the satellite ground track. As
observed in the attenuated backscatter for the segment
(Figure 5) from both CPL (Figure 5a) and CALIPSO
(Figure 5b), the SNR is greater during this nighttime over-
pass than the 31 July case, and therefore more consistent
detection of cloud area by both instruments is observed.
There is one optically thick cirrus cloud which stretches
throughout the entire segment between 12 and 15 km, dis-
cernible in the attenuated backscatter images from both
instruments. The cloud layer boundaries are plotted for the
segment in Figure 6. The 5 kmCALIOP cloud top boundaries
(blue) are in excellent agreement with 5 km CPL cloud top

boundaries (red) for this optically thick cirrus cloud. The
RMS difference for the cloud top boundaries is 216 m. Fur-
thermore, Figure 7 shows CPL (solid red) and CALIOP
(solid blue) cloud area frequencies for both 1 (Figure 7b)
and 5 km (Figure 7a) resolutions that are nearly identical
above 14 km. These cloud area frequencies above 14 km are
also in excellent agreement with the 200 m CPL results for
the same altitude range.
[20] While the cloud top altitudes agree well, there is

considerable disagreement between the two instruments on
the location of the cloud base for the cirrus clouds measured
on 11 August 2006. The RMS difference for the cloud base
boundaries is 1540 m. CPL detects cloud base boundaries
that are consistently 0.5 to 2.0 km higher than both the
CALIOP 5 km and 5‐20‐80 km data (Figure 6). Additionally,

Figure 5. Attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) from (a) the airborne CPL instrument and (b) the
CALIOP instrument onboard CALIPSO for 11 Aug. 2006 during a daytime coincident overpass
located in the southeastern United States. Both images are shown at the native resolution. The red outline
in the CPL figure displays the 200 m cloud boundaries.
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CPL cloud area frequencies are 10–60% lower than CALIOP
cloud area frequencies at altitudes less than 13 km and a
horizontal resolution of 5 km (Figure 7). These higher cloud
area frequencies derived by CALIOP are observed in both
opaque and transparent layers. We define a CPL opaque layer
as any layer in which no enhanced backscatter signal was
observed below the layer as a consequence of another layer
or the Earth’s surface. All other CPL layers are defined as
transparent. CALIOP uses a similar technique to determine
opaque layers: within any 5‐km averaged profile, the lowest
layer detected is defined as opaque if the Earth’s surface is
not detected. These layers are identified by the CALIOP
opacity flag provided in the standard data product.

[21] Cloud layers observed in profiles between 36.51 N
and 36.16 N in the attenuated backscatter images of both
instruments (Figure 5) are considered to be opaque since no
ground signal or lower particulate layer is detected. The
CALIOP cloud area frequencies at resolutions of 5 km and
5‐20‐80 km are higher than the CPL 5 km cloud area fre-
quencies between 11.5 and 12.5 km for opaque layers
(Figure 8b). Additionally, Figure 9 shows 200 m CPL cloud
base boundaries (red lines) that are about 1–2 km higher
than the bottom of the cirrus layer inferred by the CALIOP 1
km attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) between 36.51 N
and 36.16 degrees latitude. This disparity in cloud base
boundaries between the two instruments is attributed to

Figure 6. Cloud boundaries retrieved from CPL and CALIOP for 11 Aug. 2006 during the daytime
coincident segment in Figure 5. The CPL 5 km cloud boundaries (red) are shown in both plots, with
(a) the CALIOP 5 km horizontally averaged cloud boundaries displayed in blue and (b) the CALIOP 5‐
20‐80 km cloud boundaries displayed in green.
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multiple scattering. Although the CALIOP cirrus transmit-
tance and optical depth retrievals are corrected for multiple
scattering effects, these effects can greatly enhance CALIOP
penetration into ice clouds compared to CPL, since the
transmittance of a light beam through a cloud is increased
[Young and Vaughan, 2009]. This phenomenon is notice-
able in the CALIOP signal only when completely opaque
clouds such as the clouds sampled in this 11 August seg-
ment are observed.
[22] Cirrus cloud layers observed in profiles from 38.21 N

to 36.51 N in the attenuated backscatter images of both
instruments (Figure 5) are considered to be transparent since
a ground signal or lower cloud layer is detected. Therefore,

the CPL data should be a good representation of the true cloud
scene. The CALIOP cloud area frequencies at resolutions
of 5 km and 5‐20‐80 km are 10–50% higher (below 13 km)
than the CPL 5 km cloud area frequencies for transparent
layers (Figure 8a). The CALIOP “Closing gap between
features” technique [Vaughan et al., 2005] completely closes
the vertical distances between the physically small broken
clouds (11 km) observed in Figure 5 between 37.54 and
36.87 N and the large optically thick cloud (13–15 km),
making it one cloud of larger vertical extent. For the
CALIOP version 3 data products, vertically adjacent layers
detected in a single profile that are separated by 0.48 km
or less are merged into single layers. The CPL algorithms

Figure 7. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin for the daytime coincident segment of 11 Aug.
2006 at CALIOP horizontal resolutions of (a) 5 and 5‐20‐80 km and (b) 1 km.
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Figure 8. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin for the nighttime coincident segment of 11 Aug.
2006 is plotted with altitude for (a) transparent and (b) opaque layers at horizontal resolutions of 5 km.
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do not combine the two cloud layers, thus it detects two
separate cloud layers, resulting in the secondary maximum
in CPL 5 km cloud area frequency between 11.0 and 11.5 km
observed in Figure 7 and Figure 8a. Cloud layers reported in
the CPL data can be separated by as little as 90 m.

5.2. CC‐VEX Statistics

[23] Composite statistics are computed for all cloud layers
above 8 km. Separate sets of statistics are also computed for
daytime, nighttime, opaque and transparent cloud layers
observed during the ten CALIPSO overpasses from the
CC‐VEX campaign (Tables 3, 4 and 5). At a horizontal
resolution of 5 km, CPL and CALIOP detect clouds in
16.2% and 17.3%, respectively, of 158,841 total range bins
(clear and cloudy, Table 3). The associated 5‐20‐80 km
cloud area frequencies for all collocated data are plotted in
the upper panels of Figure 10 for daytime conditions
(Figure 10a) and nighttime conditions (Figure 10b) for all
cloud opacities. Figure 10 shows cloud area frequencies
for all opaque cloud layers (Figure 10c) and all transparent
cloud layers (Figure 10d) for cloud layers detected at all
hours of the day. Similar plots for the 1 km cloud area

frequencies are shown in Figure 11. Cloud area frequencies
for daytime conditions (Figure 10a) are very similar to
those observed in the 31 July case. For cloud layers below
11 km, there is good agreement between the 5 km cloud
area frequencies of the two instruments. However, CALIOP
5 km cloud area frequencies (solid blue) above 13 km are
5–20% lower than CPL 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid
red). Furthermore, CPL detects a cloud where CALIOP
does not detect a cloud in 6.1% of total daytime bins at a
horizontal resolution of 5 km (Table 3). The majority of these
6.1% of bins are most likely a consequence of the lower
CALIOP SNR discussed in section 2. Similar results are
found for cloud area frequencies at 1 km spatial resolutions
(Figure 11a and Table 4). If the CPL 5 km cloud area
frequencies are compared to the 5‐20‐80 km CALIOP cloud
area frequencies, to evaluate the two instruments on a more
similar SNR scale, much better agreement is observed
(Figure 10). The percentage of bins in which CPL detects a
cloud but CALIOP does not reduces to 3.9% (Table 5). This
remaining 3.9% of bins can still be attributed to lower
CALIOP SNR and uncertainties in the assumption that the
instruments are observing the same cloud scene as dem-
onstrated in the 31 July case.
[24] Cloud area frequencies for nighttime conditions

(Figure 10b) are very similar to those observed in the
11 August case. For cloud layers above 14 km, there is
excellent agreement between the 5 km cloud area frequencies
of the two instruments. The two instruments can be compared
for cloudy bins determined by CPL using Table 3 and
dividing the “Both In” category by the sum of the “Both In”
and “CPL in, CALIOP out” categories. When CPL detects a
cloudy bin, CALIOP also detects a cloudy bin in 88.8% of
bins at a horizontal resolution of 5 km. This percentage
increases to 94.1% when comparing 5‐20‐80 km CALIOP
data to 5 km CPL data (Table 5). The percentage of total
nighttime bins in which CPL detects a cloud but CALIOP
(5‐20‐80 km) does not is only 1.3% (Table 5). This excellent
agreement is a result of the higher SNR of both instruments,
coupled with the horizontally homogeneous structure of the
optically thick clouds observed during the four nighttime
cases. However, there is disagreement between the 5 km

Table 3. Bin‐By‐Bin Comparison of CPL and CALIOP During CC‐VEX: 5 km Dataa

Total CPL In CALIOP In Both In Cloud CPL In, CALIOP Out CALIOP In, CPL Out Both Out

All Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 25762 27453 18411 7351 9042 124037
FREQ 100.0 16.2 17.3 11.6 4.6 5.7 78.1

Daytime
POINTS 94572 11645 9183 5880 5765 3303 79624
FREQ 100.0 12.3 9.7 6.2 6.1 3.5 84.2

Nighttime
POINTS 64269 14117 18270 12531 1586 5739 44413
FREQ 100.0 22.0 28.4 19.5 2.5 8.9 69.1

Transparent Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 19968 18598 11577 8391 7021 131852
FREQ 100.0 12.6 11.7 7.3 5.3 4.4 83.0

Opaque Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 5794 8855 4347 1447 4508 148539
FREQ 100.0 3.6 5.6 2.7 0.9 2.8 93.5

aHeight range: 8.0 km to 18.0 km.

Figure 9. Attenuated total backscatter (km−1 sr−1) from the
CALIOP instrument (1 km resolution) between 36.50 N and
36.16 N for 11 Aug. 2006 in which the cirrus layer shown is
considered opaque. The red lines display the 200 m cloud
boundaries as determined by CPL.
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cloud area frequencies of the two instruments for cloud
layers below 14 km during nighttime hours. Figure 10b
yields CALIOP 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid blue)
below 14 km that are 25% higher than CPL 5 km cloud area
frequencies (solid red). Overall, CALIOP detects a cloud
where CPL does not detect a cloud in 8.9% of total night-
time bins at a horizontal resolution of 5 km (Table 3). More
than one‐third (37.2%) of this disagreement is the result of the
multiple scattering influences causing deeper penetration into
opaque clouds in the CALIOP data. The remaining fraction
(62.8%) is likely due to the “Closing gap between features”
technique demonstrated in the 11 August case and the caveats
of averaging the data to 20 and 80 km in the CALIOP
detection scheme.
[25] Statistics of opaque and transparent clouds are reported

in Figures 10 and 11, as well as Tables 3, 4, and 5. When
CPL detects an opaque cloud, CALIOP also detects an
opaque cloud in 75.0% of cloudy bins at a horizontal reso-
lution of 5 km. CALIOP and CPL cloud area frequencies

for opaque clouds are plotted in Figure 10c for 5 km and
Figure 11c for 1 km. CALIOP 1 and 5 km opaque cloud
area frequencies (solid blue) are consistently 5–10% higher
than CPL 1 and 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid red), with
the exception of cloud top boundaries. These differences are
related to the multiple scattering effects in CALIOP data,
which allows the CALIOP lidar to penetrate further into
opaque cloud layers, similar to those found in the 11 August
case. This further penetration into opaque clouds by CALIOP
is actually an advantage over CPL layer detection (although it
introduces uncertainty to the retrievals of optical properties)
and accounts for 2.8% of total bins observed during CC‐VEX
collocated measurements, but is not representative of the true
atmospheric scene. As demonstrated by coincident CloudSat
and/or Cloud Radar System (CRS) [Li et al., 2004] data, both
lidar instruments are fully attenuated before the actual cloud
base and therefore do not probe the full depth of the cloud
[Mace et al., 2009]. Thus CPL data should not be used as
“truth” in opaque cloud retrievals.

Table 4. Bin‐By‐Bin Comparison of CPL and CALIOP During CC‐VEX: 1 km Dataa

Total CPL In CALIOP In Both In Cloud CPL In, CALIOP Out CALIOP In, CPL Out Both Out

All Cloud Layers
POINTS 794205 110192 108365 76521 33671 31844 652169
FREQ 100.0 13.9 13.6 9.6 4.2 4.0 82.1

Daytime
POINTS 472860 42691 34610 19624 23067 14986 415183
FREQ 100.0 9.0 7.3 4.2 4.9 3.2 87.8

Nighttime
POINTS 321345 67501 73755 56897 10604 16858 236986
FREQ 100.0 21.0 23.0 17.7 3.3 5.2 73.7

Transparent Cloud Layers
POINTS 794205 82835 65583 44997 37838 20586 690784
FREQ 100.0 10.4 8.3 5.7 4.8 2.6 87.0

Opaque Cloud Layers
POINTS 794205 27357 42782 20795 6562 21987 744861
FREQ 100.0 3.4 5.4 2.6 0.8 2.8 93.8

aHeight range: 8.0 km to 18.0 km.

Table 5. Bin‐By‐Bin Comparison of CPL and CALIOP During CC‐VEX: 5‐20‐80 km Dataa

Total CPL In CALIOP In Both In Cloud CPL In, CALIOP Out CALIOP In, CPL Out Both Out

All Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 25762 33666 21236 4526 12430 120649
FREQ 100.0 16.2 21.2 13.4 2.8 7.8 76.0

Daytime
POINTS 94572 11645 12976 7952 3693 5024 77903
FREQ 100.0 12.3 13.7 8.4 3.9 5.3 82.4

Nighttime
POINTS 64269 14117 20690 13284 833 7406 42746
FREQ 100.0 22.0 32.2 20.7 1.3 11.5 66.5

Transparent Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 19968 24826 14358 5610 10468 128405
FREQ 100.0 12.6 15.6 9.0 3.5 6.6 80.8

Opaque Cloud Layers
POINTS 158841 5794 8855 4347 1447 4508 148539
FREQ 100.0 3.6 5.6 2.7 0.9 2.8 93.5

aHeight range: 8.0 km to 18.0 km.
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[26] Statistics of transparent clouds demonstrate occa-
sional disagreement between the two instruments due to
SNR differences, CALIOP’s gap closing algorithm, and to
artifacts introduced into CALIOP coarse resolution results
(i.e., at 20‐km and 80‐km) by overestimates of the two‐way
transmittance of layers detected at 5‐km [Vaughan et al.,
2005, 2009]. CALIOP and CPL cloud area frequencies for
transparent clouds are plotted in Figure 10d for 5 km and
Figure 11d for 1 km. CALIOP 5 km cloud area frequencies
(solid blue) are 1–5% higher than CPL 1 and 5 km cloud
area frequencies (solid red) for clouds below 13 km. For
transparent clouds in this study, CALIOP detects a cloud
when CPL does not detect a cloud in 4.4% of total bins.
Some fraction of this disagreement can be contributed to
CALIOP’s gap closing algorithm demonstrated in the
11 August case. For high (above 13 km) optically thin clouds,
CALIOP 1 and 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid blue) are
5–10% lower than CPL 1 and 5 km cloud area frequencies
(solid red). This is attributed to lower CALIOP SNR and
inhibits CALIOP detection of transparent clouds in 5.3% of
total bins. Conversely, CALIOP 5‐20‐80 km cloud area

frequencies (dashed blue) are in good agreement with
CPL 5 km cloud area frequencies (solid red), reducing this
rate to 3.5% of total bins. This averaging of transparent layers
does come at the cost of identifying false positives in the
CALIOP coarse resolution results (i.e., at 20‐km and 80‐km).
For example when averaging the 200 m CPL data to hori-
zontal resolutions of 1 and 5 km, the cloud area frequencies
over the entire CC‐VEX data set increase by an average of
1.5% and 9.6%, respectively. These false positives are more
significant for broken optically thin cirrus. For example the
31 July case yielded 3.4% higher cloud area frequencies at
1 km and 11.3% higher cloud area frequencies at 5 km.
For optically thick homogeneous cirrus, as observed in the
11 August case, cloud area frequencies are 1.6% higher at
1 km and 2.3% higher at 5 km.
[27] Statistics of all cloud layers above 8 km for any time

of day are reported in Figure 12, as well as in Tables 3, 4,
and 5. For bins above 13 km, CALIOP 1 and 5 km cloud
area frequencies are lower than CPL 1 and 5 km cloud area
frequencies because the lower SNR of the CALIOP instru-
ments inhibits detection of optically thin cirrus clouds in

Figure 10. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin from CPL and CALIOP for all coincident over-
passes during the CC‐VEX project are plotted with altitude for (a) daytime, (b) nighttime, (c) opaque
cloud layers, and (d) transparent cloud layers for horizontal resolutions of 200 m, 5 km, and 5‐20‐80 km.
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comparison to CPL. CPL detects a cloud where CALIPSO
does not detect a cloud in 4.6% of total bins at a horizontal
resolution of 5 km (Table 3). Figure 13 shows a histogram
of CPL 5 km extinction values for the optically thin clouds
detected by CPL but not detected by CALIOP 5 km data
during daytime conditions. The extinction values of these
cirrus range from less than 0.001 km−1 to about 8.0 km−1,
with a mode of 0.01 km−1. Since cirrus clouds of this
magnitude are important to the Earth’s radiation budget, the
CALIOP layer detection algorithm uses horizontal resolu-
tions of 5‐20‐80 km to overcome this SNR limitation, which
reduces the aforementioned percentage to 2.8%, but not
without the caveat of possibly over‐estimating cloud area as
demonstrated in Figure 12a. CALIOP detects a cloud when
CPL does not detect a cloud in 4.0% and 5.7% of total bins
at spatial resolutions of 1 and 5 km, respectively. Further-
more, CALIOP 1 and 5 km cloud area frequencies are higher
than CPL 1 and 5 km cloud area frequencies for bins
below 13 km. These differences can be attributed to three
phenomena. Multiple scattering effects in the CALIOP signal

from opaque clouds, when neither instrument is measuring
the true cloud base, occur in about 2.8% of total 5 km bins
sampled. Differences in the layer detection algorithms of the
two instruments such as the “closing gaps between features”
technique account for about 0.9% of total 5 km bins sampled.
Also, other false positives, possibly caused by different cloud
scenes, consist of 1.9% of total 5 km bins. Overall, CPL and
CALIOP are in agreement for about 90% of total bins (clear
and cloudy) for 1 and 5 km horizontal resolutions.

6. Conclusion

[28] The CPL provides “satellite‐like” measurements with
higher SNR, higher resolution (both vertical and horizontal)
and lower multiple scattering than CALIOP, making it argu-
ably the most comprehensive validation tool for CALIOP
cirrus data products. CPL was a payload on the ER‐2 aircraft
that conducted flights as part of CC‐VEX from 26 July to
14 August 2006. A total of ten ER‐2 flights were conducted
to validate the CALIPSO measurements with collocated

Figure 11. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin from CPL and CALIOP for all coincident over-
passes during the CC‐VEX project are plotted with altitude for (a) daytime, (b) nighttime, (c) opaque cloud
layers, and (d) transparent cloud layers for horizontal resolutions of 200 m and 1 km. The CPL 200 m
(dashed red) and 1 km (solid red) frequencies are compared to the 1 km (solid blue) CALIOP frequencies.
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data. In this study, we analyze the spatial properties of ice
clouds from the 1 km and 5 km version 3 level 2 CALIPSO
cloud layer products to determine how the CALIPSO data
products perform in comparison with CPL cirrus detection,
identify the differences between the cirrus cloud area
retrieved by the two instruments, and assess the frequency
and origin of these differences.
[29] Overall, there is good agreement between both

instruments for cirrus cloud layer detection. CPL and
CALIOP are in agreement for about 90% of total bins
(clear and cloudy) for 1 and 5 km horizontal resolutions.
During the nighttime hours when the SNR of both instru-
ments is highest, CALIOP detects a cloudy bin at horizontal

resolutions of 5‐20‐80 km in 94.1% of bins in which CPL
detects a cloudy bins at a horizontal resolution of 5 km.
However, there are situations in which the two instruments
do not agree on cloud layer location. The lower SNR of the
CALIOP instrument occasionally inhibits detection of opti-
cally thin cirrus clouds in comparison to CPL, especially
during daytime hours. CPL detects a cloud where CALIPSO
does not detect a cloud in 6.1% of total daytime bins at a
horizontal resolution of 5 km. This SNR limitation is
improved by using the CALIOP 5‐20‐80 km data for layer
detection, which reduces this percentage to 3.9% of total
daytime bins, but not without the caveat of occasionally
falsely increasing the horizontal cloud area. Instances in

Figure 12. Cloud area detection frequency per range bin from CPL and CALIOP for all coincident
overpasses during the CC‐VEX project are plotted with altitude for horizontal resolutions of (a) 5 km
and (b) 1 km.
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which CALIOP detects a cloud and CPL does not detect a
cloud occur in 5.7% of total bins at a spatial resolution of
5 km. This is attributed to multiple scattering effects in the
CALIOP signal and differences in the layer detection algo-
rithms of the two instruments. Uncertainties in the assump-
tion that the instruments are observing the same cloud scene
also influence the statistics. Reliable layer detection in the
standard data products of both instruments is essential for
the accurate derivation of layer optical properties, as well as
the application of physical and optical properties resolved
by the lidar systems.

[30] Acknowledgments. NASA’s Radiation Sciences Program
funded this study. Special thanks go to all the members of the CALIPSO
science team for making the instrument data available.
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